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Abstract: In this paper the speed control of a DC series motorwithHybrid Fuzzy-NeuroController (FNC) is
presented. The motor is connected with a DC Chopper. This configuration has been designed with current
control and speed control loops. The current controller blocks the PWMsignal when the current increases
beyond its limit.Thespeed controller is based on Fuzzy-Neuro type. The performances of FNC are analyzed in
respect of load variation and speed variation using MATLAB/Simulink.This system is implemented in NXP
80C51 Microcontroller based Embedded System. From the result of simulation and hardware implementation
it is found that the FNC can have better control compared with Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC).
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INTRODUCTION The conventional controllers like PI, PID and Fuzzy

Generally, the DC series motor is utilized for high control and motor control applications [2]. Although the
torque applications. In such a way, that the DC series performance of such controller is deprived and it failed to
motor drives are engaged with many applications to give suitable results when control parameters, loading
handle heavy load, as they offer high starting torque. conditions and the motor itself are changed. Thus the
Most of their applications are of an industrial nature such tuning and optimization of these controllers are a
as lifts, cranes, hoist and electric traction. DC series challenging and difficult task, particularly under varying
motors are an ideal choice for battery-operated equipment load conditions, parameter changes and abnormal modes
over AC motors, as they do not require the use of of operation. The main disadvantage with the
expensive inverter circuitry to convert the DC voltage to conventional  controller  is  the  high  computation  time.
an AC voltage required by the motor. Here the DC series It has been found that the computation burden of Fuzzy
motor is controlled by DC chopper. The duty cycle is Logic Controller can be reduced by hybrid Neuro Fuzzy
varied to get variable output voltage in the chopper [1]. Controller. Intelligent control techniques involving ANN
The DC series motor in industrial environment has is found to be simpler for implementation and powerful in
increased due to high performance and high starting control applications [3]. The ANN controller is simulated
torque for a particular drive system. Such a high using MATLAB GUI nntool [4].
performance applications requires the motor drive with The DC series motor drive fed by a single phase
least steady state error, over shoot, under shoot and the controlled rectifier (AC to DC converter) and controlled
settling time in its speed characteristic. It is noted that the by fuzzy logic is presented. It was concluded that the
intelligent control based Artificial Neural Network (ANN) fuzzy logic controller provides better control over the
can give the better performance for a nonlinear parameter classical PI controller which has improved the
varying system with load torque disturbance. performance. It was also reported that the settling time

Logic Controllers were widely used formerly for chopper
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and maximum overshoot can be reduced [5]. A low-cost The experimental results illustrate the effectiveness of the
fuzzy  controller  for  the  control  of  DC  drive  fed by proposed Neuro-Fuzzy modeling approach [15].
four-quadrant chopper was designed and utilised. The The PID-ANN controlled DC-DC converter fed
fuzzy controller was implemented in a low-cost 8051 PMDC motor is presented. The PID-ANN controller gives
microcontroller based embedded system. The simulated the proper speed regulation from 10% to 100% load
closed loop performance of the fuzzy controller in respect disturbance than the conventional PID controller [16].
of load variation and reference speed change has been Artificial neural network-based tracking controller for
reported [6]. high-performance stepper motor drives is implemented.

A fuzzy controller was designed for closed loop The experimental results have shown that the proposed
control of DC series motor drive fed by DC-DC converter. control structure tracks the trajectories successfully, even
The performance in respect of load variation and speed under external disturbances and noisy environment [17].
changes has been reported. The performance of the A hybrid neuro-fuzzy controller (NFC) is presented for the
proposed controller was compared with the reported speed control of Brushless DC motors to improve the
results and found that the fuzzy based DC-DC drive can control performance of the drive under transient and
have better control [7]. The fuzzy logic controller was steady state conditions [18]. Fuzzy-Neuro control
utilized for different types of DC drives [8]. architecture is applied to Brushless DC motor and

The ANN controller is developed and utilized for implemented in real time using a digital signal processor
speed control of DC motor. It is found that PI trained [19]. A CLL resonant converter with DSP based Fuzzy
ANN controller has better response [9]. A comparative Logic Controller (FLC) for solar panel to battery charging
study of PI, fuzzy and ANN controllers for chopper-fed dc system. The converter is implemented on a TMS320F2407
drive with embedded systems approach was done. In this Digital Signal Processor with 75-Watt PV system.
work the training patterns for the neuron controller were Comparison between experimental and simulations show
obtained from the conventional PI controller also from a very good agreement and the reliability of fuzzy
fuzzy logic controller. The designed controller was controller [20].
implemented in a low cost 8051-based embedded system In the proposed system a Fuzzy-Neuro controller is
[10]. designed. The motor drive system mainly utilizes the FNC

The Neuro-Fuzzy control was applied to a DC series and DC chopper (DC-DC converter). Such a drive system
motor. Fuzzy logic suffers from complex data processing. has the characteristics of precise, fast, effective speed
This problem was resolved by implementing a fuzzy logic reference tracking with minimum overshoot/undershoot
controller on a neural network [11]. The Fuzzy Logic and minimal steady state error. The FNC based speed
Controller is implemented in a Neural Network and utilized controller work effectively under input voltage variation
for separately excited DC motor. The experimental and load torque disturbances also it will work excellently
responses demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed even the motor parameters changes. Hence the system is
system [12]. A feed forward ANN was developed for the made for a series motor with different load and different
speed control of DC motor. The network was randomly speed. In order to maintaining the current at a limiting
trained by online training methods. The proposed value an ON/OFF type current controller is also designed,
controller simplifies the learning algorithm, reduces the it will limit the current in a safe value.
computation time and accelerates the training speed [13].

An adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy controller for the control of Proposed System: The block diagram of the proposed
DC motor speed was designed and simulated. The system is shown in Figure 1. The system mainly consists
proposed system result demonstrates that the deigned of DC chopper to drive the DC motor. A pulse type tacho
ANFIS Swarm speed controller appreciate a good dynamic generator  is  used  as  a  speed  sensing element and
behavior of the DC motor speed control with no which is used for speed feedback to the controller. A
overshoot, better performance and high robustness [14]. micro-controller or a digital signal processor can be used
A  new  simulator  model  for  a winding process using to generate the PWM signal to switch the DC chopper,
non-linear identification based on a recurrent local linear during the implementation of experimental setup. In this
neuro-fuzzy network trained by local linear model tree, worka NXP 80C51 family Microcontroller (P89V51RD2BN)
which was an incremental tree-based learning algorithm. based Embedded System is utilized. 
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Fig. 1: Block diagram of the proposed system T - Deflecting torque 

There are two loops used in the proposed system, B - Friction coefficient
which consist of namely outer FNC based speed control Angular speed
loop  and  inner  ON/OFF  type  current   control  loop. - Angular displacement 
The current control loop is used to blocks the PWM - Series field flux
signal whenever the motor current exceeds the reference T - Load torque 
current (I ). In outer loop, the actual speed (k) is K - Armature voltage constant andLref

sensed by pulse type tacho generator and given to the K - Residual mag. Voltage const.
ADC of microcontroller, the set speed (k) also given tor

the ADC and the error signal e(k) is obtained by
comparing the set speed (k) with the actual speed (k).r

The change in error e(k) is obtained from the present
error e(k) and pervious error e (k).previous

The error and change in error are given as inputs to
the FNC. The output of the FNC is denoted as duty cycle. Similarly, e ; e  = K
The change in duty cycle dc(k) for the DC chopper is
calculated from the new duty cycle dc(k) and previous
duty cycle dc(k-1). The input and output gain of the FNC
can be estimated by simulation. The FNC can reduce the By rearranging the equation (1) by replacing e  and e
error to zero by changing the duty cycle of the switching
signal to the DC chopper [7-8]. (3)

Mathematical Modeling of DC Series Motor and DC
Chopper (4)
DC Series Motor Model: From the general equivalent
circuit of DC series motor the voltage and torque
equations are obtained, which is given in equation (1) and Similarly the torque equation also derived as follows,
(2) respectively.

Consider, R  = R  + R ; L  = L  + L  +2Ma arm se a arm se

(1)

(2)

where,
i =i - Motor currents s

V - Motor terminal voltage0

R - Armature resistance earm

R - Series field resistance ise

R - Total resistance a

L - Armature inductanceark

L - Series field inductanceose

L - Total inductancea

M - Mutual inductance
Be - Back elf
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J - Moment of inertia
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(5) crisp variables) in to a linguistic variable (fuzzy number or

(6) The error e(k) and change in error e(k) is given to the

The DC series motor is modeled using the modeling reference speed r(k). From the error e(k) and pervious
equations (4) and (6). Such an equation modeling is more error epervious(k) the change in error e(k) is calculated.
effective than the transfer function model. In transfer Then  the  error  and  change  in  error  are  fuzzified [7].
function model, it is mandatory to develop different model The equation for error and change in error are specified in
for every input and output parameter changes. In this equation (7) and (9).
modeled equation modeling the voltage and load torque
are the input parameters, the output parameters are speed, (7)
current and deflecting torque etc.

(8)
DC Chopper: The DC chopper switch can be a Power
Transistor, SCR, GTO, IGBT, Power MOSFET or similar Five linguistic variables were used for the each input
switching device. In order to get high switching variable error e(k) and change in error e(k). Those are
frequency (upto 100 KHz) the Power MOSFET may be Negative Big (NB), Negative Small (NS), Zero (Z), Positive
taken as a switching device also the on state voltage drop Small (PS) and Positive Big (PB). In FLC there are many
in the switch is small and it is neglected. Hence the power types of membership functions available, those are
MOSFET is designated as a switching device for the DC triangular-shaped, Gaussian, sigmoidal, pi-shaped,
chopper. When the gate pulse is applied the device is trapezoidal-shaped, bell-shaped etc. In this work the
turned on during the period the input supply connects triangular membership function is used for simplicity and
with the load. When the gate pulse is removed the device also to reduce the calculations [8]. Normally seven
is turned off and the load disconnected from the input membership functions are preferred for accurate result [5].
supply. In this present work only five membership functions are

Simulation of the System Using Matlab / Simulink In  order to reduce the number of membership function
Simulation of Fuzzy Logic Controller: Initially a fuzzy and maintain the same performance characteristics the
logic controller is designed and simulated with DC series width of the membership functions are kept different [7].
motor model. The performance of the fuzzy logic controller Here the width of center membership function is
was examined with MATLAB/Simulink in terms of speed considered narrow and it is wide towards outer. The input
variation and load variation. The designed FLC is and output fuzzy membership functions are shown in
explained in this section. The fuzzy logic has emerged as Figure 2.
a tool to deal with uncertainty, imprecise or qualitative
decision making problems [5]. The FLC involves three Rule Table and Inference Engine: According to general
stages namely Fuzzification, Rule-Base and knowledge of the system behavior, the perception and
Defuzzification. There are two types of FLC named experience,  the  control rules are derived between the
Mamdani type and Sugeno type. In this work the Sugeno fuzzy outputs to the fuzzy inputs. However, some of the
type controller is utilized because it has a singleton control rules are developed using “trial and error” method.
membership function in the output variable. Moreover it In general the rules can be written as “if e(k) is X and e
can be easily implemented and also the number of (k) is Y, then dc(k) is Z”, where X, Y and Z are the fuzzy
calculations can be reduced [6]. variable for e(k), e(k) and dc(k) respectively. The rule

Fuzzification: In Fuzzy logic system the linguistic Table 1 [8]. The element in the first row and first column
variables are used instead of numerical variables. The means that if error is NB and change in error is NB then
process of converting a numerical variable (real number or output is NB.

fuzzy variable) is called fuzzification.
In this work, the motor speed is controlled by FLC.

FLC as input variable. As explained in section 2 the error
is calculated by comparing the actual speed (k) with

used  for  the  input  variables  error  and change in error.

table for the designed fuzzy controller is specified in the
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Fig. 2: Fuzzy memberships used for simulation

Table 1: Fuzzy Rules
NB NS Z PS PB

NB NB NB NB NS Z
NS NB NB NS Z PS
Z NB NS Z PS PB
PS NS Z PS PB PB
PB Z PS PB PB PB

Defuzzification: The inverse process of fuzzification is
called defuzzification. In this process the linguistic or
fuzzy variables are converted in to numerical or crisp
variable [6]. Here the best well-known weighted sum
method is considered for defuzzification method. The
defuzzified output is the duty cycle dc(k). The change in
duty cycle dc (k) can be obtained by adding the
pervious duty cycle dc  (k) with the duty cycle dc(k)previous

which is specified in equation (9).

dc(k) = dc(k) + pdc(k) (9)

This type of controllers can be easily implemented in
any embedded system. The Sugeno type of controller is
selected mainly for implementation in real-time embedded

based processors [6]. The designed FLS is simulated with
DC series motor through DC chopper. The performance
characteristics of speed variation and load changes with
FLC fed DC series motor is given in section 5 as result and
discussion. But the performance of FLC fed DC series
motor is not satisfactory. The main disadvantage with the
FLC is the high computation time. It is found that the
computation burden of FLC can be reduced by hybrid
Fuzzy-Neuro Controller. The ANN required training data
to train the neurons in the ANN controller. The designed
FLC is simulated with the drive system for extracting the
training data. 

The Fuzzy Logic controlled DC series motor was
simulated for 5 seconds with the sampling time of
0.0001seconds. Totally 50001 data is obtained from the
system with FLC. Out of 50001 only 6000 data are taken
for training the ANN controller by removing the same
value of data.

Simulation of Fuzzy-Neuro Controller (FNC): The
performance of FLC based control of DC series motor is
depicted  in  reference [7]. But the results are needed to be
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Fig. 3: Performance plot of ANN during training

Fig. 4: Configuration of trained Neural Network

Fig. 5: Simulink Model of the developed system
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Fig. 6: Simulink Model of Fuzzy-Neuro Controller

Fig. 7: a) Simulink Model of PWM generation, b) Simulink Model of Current controller, c) Simulink Model of DC Chopper

Fig. 8: Simulink Model of DC Series motor
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improved further. In order to improve the performance of current. Now the PWM signal is given to the chopper unit
DC series motor, the Fuzzy-Neuro based controller (FNC) to vary the output voltage of the chopper from fixed DC
is designed. The Artificial Neural Network control voltage  in  order to control the speed of the DC motor.
algorithm is designed with the outcome of Fuzzy Logic The Simulink model of the chopper is shown in Figure 7c.
controller data. The Hybrid Fuzzy-Neuro controller is The chopper controlled variable DC output voltage is
working  properly because  of its trained network and also given to the DC series motor. The simulink model of DC
it reduces the computational time. In this section, the series motor is shown in Figure 8.
implementation of FLC in ANN is presented.

The  ANN  controller uses a complex network RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
structure in many works. In this work a simple ANN
controller is designed with few neurons and one hidden The proposed model has been simulated using
layer. The feed forward neural network is formed with two MATLAB Simulink toolbox. The designed Fuzzy-Neuro
neurons in the input layer, three in the hidden layer and controller was tested with DC-DC converter and DC series
one neuron in the output layer. motor. The specification of DC series motor used for

The error e(k) and change in error e(k) are the two simulation is given in Table 2.
inputs of the designed network and the neurons are The speed response of Fuzzy Logic and Fuzzy-Neuro
biased properly. The pure linear activation function is controlled DC series motor is shown in Figure 9 for the set
used for input and hidden neurons, the tangent sigmoidal speed of 1800rpm. The transient to settling portion of the
activation function for output neuron. The designed response is expanded and shown in the same Figure 9.
network is then trained with the set of inputs and desired The transient and steady state performances of classical
outputs from the FLC [6]. A supervised feed forward back PI, Fuzzy and Fuzzy-Neuro controller is given in Table 3.
propagation neural network-training algorithm is used and It is seen from Table 3 the fuzzy controlled DC series
it is trained with minimum error goal. The output of the motor gives better performance comparing with classical
network is change in the duty cycle dc(k). PI controller further the developed Fuzzy-Neuro controller

The designed ANN is trained with the error goal of gives more accurate performance than the fuzzy controller.
0.0067113 at 11 epochs. The performance plot of ANN In FNC the Maximum overshoot and steady state error is
during supervised back propagation training is zero and the rise time and settling time is also less than
graphically shown in Figure 3. The complete configuration the fuzzy controller. The PI controller shows a relatively
of the trained network with the weights and bias is shown high maximum overshoot and a long settling time but no
in Figure 4. steady-state error. Whereas in the Fuzzy controller have

The simulation of DC-DC converter fed DC series the Capacity to represent inherent uncertainties of the
motor is simulated based on equation modeling technique, human knowledge with linguistic variables and it is
using MATLAB/Simulink toolbox. The complete Simulink flexible. The Fuzzy system can be created to match any set
model of DC series motor, chopper, current controller, of input-output data. Fuzzy systems don't necessarily
PWM generator with developed FNC is given in Figure 5. replace conventional control methods. Fuzzy logic is
The Figure 6 shows the simulink model of FNC. The set based on natural language. It is more robust than other
speed and actual speed is taken as input to this block. non-linear controllers. It is not capable to generalize, the
Then the normalized error and change in error are fuzzy system only answers to what is written in its rule
calculated and then given as input to the FNC. The output base. It is not robust in relation the topological changes
of this controller block is duty cycle. The duty cycle is of the system, such changes would demand alterations in
given as input to the PWM generator. the rule base. 

The Simulink model of PWM generator block is The speed response for different set speed changes
shown in Figure 7a. Here the repeating sequence is of DC series motor with 20% load torque is shown in
compared  with  the  duty  cycle  to  get  PWM  output. Figure 10 for Fuzzy controller and FNC. The
The PWM unit produces the pulse at 1 KHz of switching corresponding current variation is shown in Figure 11.
frequency. Then the PWM is given to the current From this Figure 11 the set speed change from 0 to
controller. The Simulink model of current controller is 500rpm, the current variation with Fuzzy Controller is
given in Figure 7b. The current controller allows the PWM between 0A to 20A, whereas the current variation with
when the actual motor current with in the limit of reference FNC is between 5A to 8A only.
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Fig. 9: Speed variation with respect to time response for =1800 rpm for fuzzy controller and FNC with magnified viewr

of settling part

Fig. 10: Controller Performance for speed variation from 500rpm to 1000rpm at 4sec and 1000rpm to 1800rpm at 8sec with
20% load torque
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Fig. 11: Current variation for the speed changes from 500rpm to 1000rpm at 4sec and 1000rpm to 1800rpm at 8sec with
20% load torque

Table 2: DC Series Motor Specifications
DC motor Parameters Value
Motor Rating 5HP
Dc supply voltage 220 V
Motor rated Current 18 A
Inertia constant J 0.0465 Kg-m2

Damping constant B 0.005 N.m.Sec./rad
Armature resistance R 1a

Armature inductance L 0.032 Ha

Motor Speed 1800 rpm
Armature voltage constant K 0.027 Haf

Residual magnetism voltage const. K 0.027 V.Sec./radres

Table 3: Performance comparison of developed Fuzzy-Neuro systemwith the reference [5] for the speed =1800 rpmr

Controller Classical PI [5] Fuzzy System Fuzzy-Neuro Controller
Rise time in sec Not mentioned 0.73 0.68
Max. over shoot in % 6.72 0.36 Nil
Settling time in sec 2.67 1 0.97
Steady state error in rpm Not mentioned ±5 Nil

From this, we conclude that the current variation is DC series motor. It can be seen from the Table 5 the
more for FLC due to more speed oscillations and it is less steady  state  error increases when the load increases in
in FNC. The peak current never exceed beyond 20A the case of FNC but vice-versa for fuzzy controller.
during normal operation of the drive system, because the However the recovery time and maximum speed drop of
reference current is 20A. Whereas the set speed change FNC is almost negligible compared with the fuzzy
from 1000rpm to 1800rpm the variation of current is controller.
minimized in both the cases it is because of the machine
is running nearer to rated speed. The time domain Experimental Implementation:The designed Fuzzy-Neuro
specification of Fuzzy controller and Fuzzy-Neuro controller was implemented by using a NXP 80C51 based
controller for different set speed change with 20% load is microcontroller (P89V51RD2BN). A DC-DC buck converter
depicted in Table 4. was built with the MOSFET using IRFP450 and the

Figure 12 shows that the speed response and the controllers were tested with DC series motor.
corresponding current variation for various load with The microcontroller (P89V51RD2BN) has an 80C51
Fuzzy-Nuero  controller.  During  each load change there compatible core with the following features: 80C51 Central
is  a  negligible  amount of distortion in speed response. Processing Unit, 5 V Operating voltages from 0 to 40 MHz,
At higher load the oscillation in the current is less 64 kB of on-chip Flash program memory. PCA
compared to light loads. Table 5 reports the transient and (Programmable Counter Array) with PWM and
steady state performance comparison of fuzzy controller Capture/Compare functions. The PWM is generated at a
and  FNC  for  different load change with rated speed of frequency of 10 Khz.
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Table 4: Time domain specification of Fuzzy controller and Fuzzy-Neuro controller for different set speed change with 20% load
Set Speed Change from 0 to 500rpm Set Speed Change from 500 to 1000rpm Set Speed Change from 1000 to 1800rpm
--------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------

Time Domain Fuzzy Developed Fuzzy-Neuro Fuzzy Developed Fuzzy-Neuro Fuzzy Developed Fuzzy-Neuro
Specifications Controller [7] Controller (FNC) Controller [7] Controller (FNC) Controller [7] Controller (FNC)
Max. over Shoot in % 0.25 Nil 0.3 Nil 0.36 Nil
Settling time in Sec. 0.35 0.3 0.35 0.3 0.5 0.45

Table 5: Time domain specification of fuzzy controller and FNC for different load change with rated speed
Load Change from 10% to 25% Load Change from 25% to 50% Load Change from 50% to 75%
-------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------

Time Domain Fuzzy Developed Fuzzy-Neuro Fuzzy Developed Fuzzy-Neuro Fuzzy Developed Fuzzy-Neuro
Specifications Controller [7] Controller (FNC) Controller [7] Controller (FNC) Controller [7] Controller (FNC)
Max. Speed Dropin % 0.2 - 0.3 0.1 0.4 0.15
Recovery time in Sec 11 - 13 0.005 23 0.015
Steady State Errorin rpm ±4 ±0.5 ±3.5 ±0.75 ±3 ±1

Fig. 12: Controller performance for load variation 10% to 25% at 2 sec., 25% to 50% at 4sec and 50% to 75% at 6sec for
=1800 with FNCr

The  PWM  from the microcontroller was then through an ADC chip (8bit ADC: ADC0808CCN). The
amplified for a level through the open collector Figure 13 shows the experimental setup of the proposed
optocoupler CYN 17-1 and fed to the DC–DC power system with DC series motor.
converter  through  an  isolator and driver chip IR2110. Figure 14 shows the speed response with set speed
The DC-DC buck converter output was given to the DC of 1800rpm for fuzzy controller, it is taking almost 6
series motor whose speed is to be controlled. The speed seconds of time to settle the set speed also seen that it
of the motor was sensed by a pulse type digital speed has more oscillations present in the response due to fuzzy
sensor (Photo interrupter: GP1L53V). It has an IR LED and controller nature. The Figure 15 shows the speed
photo-transistor. Then the pulse signal is given to a response with the set speed of 1800rpm for Fuzzy-Neuro
frequency to voltage converter (F to V converter: controller. The corresponding experimental current
LM2907) and feedback the signal to the microcontroller variation is shown in Figure 16.
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Fig. 13: Hardware setup of the proposed system with DC series motor

Fig. 14: Experimental graph of speed variation for the step change in reference speed =1800 rpm using fuzzy controllerr

Fig. 15: Experimental graph of speed variation for the step change in reference speed =1800 rpm using FNCr
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Fig. 16: Experimental graph of load torque changes and speed variations with motor current for the reference speed
=1800 rpm and load changes up to 100% load using FNCr

Table 6: Hardware Performance Comparison of proposed system with
conventional PID controller for the speed =1800 rpm andr

T =10%L

Fuzzy controller FNC
----------------------------- --------------------------

Controller Simulation Hardware Simulation Hardware

Settling time in sec. 1 6 0.94 4.5
Max. over Shoot in % 0.36 Nil Nil Nil
Steady State Error ±5 ±15 Nil ±2

From the Figurer 15 it is observed that there is no
overshoot, no steady state error and the settling time also
4.5 seconds it is less than the Fuzzy logic controller. From
the experimental setup the data were taken for current
variation with respect to load torque changes. Figure 16
shows the experimental graph of load torque changes and
speed variations with motor current for the reference
speed =1800 rpm and load variations up to 100% loadr

using FNC. From the Figurer 16 it is observed that the
motor speed is regulated. The FNC maintain the speed as
rated value even if the load torques changes. The motor
current is also within the limit of the reference value.
Moreover the speed-current and torque-current curves
almost  follow   the   DC   series   motor  characteristics.
The Table 6 exposes the performance comparison of
hardware of proposed system with Fuzzy logic controller.

CONCLUSION

In this work the performance of Hybrid Fuzzy-Neuro
controlled DC-DC converter fed DC series motor was

presented. The dynamic speed response of DC series
motor with FLC and FNC was estimated for different load
torque and different set speed change. It was found that
the speed can be controlled effectively with hybrid FNC.
The hybrid FNC reduced the peak overshoot, settling time
and steady state error of the DC series motors. The
number of neurons used in each layer and the number of
layers are reduced in the designed hybrid FNC. There by
the trained hybrid FNC requires less computation time and
reduced the complexity of the controller design than the
classical PI and FLC. It was implemented with a simple low
cost NXP 80C51 microcontroller (P89V51RD2BN) based
embedded system, thus the cost of the system also
reduced. The analysis provides the various useful
parameters and the information for effective use of
developed system. 
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